Execution Semantics
The definition of the Wasm AST remains identical to that of Haas et al. [2017] Figs. 1 and 2. Our big-step judgement, ⇓ labs,r inst , is parameterised by a list of labels (nat list), a return (nat option), and the current instance. Our judgement has a structure almost identical to that of the original small-step judgement. The only difference is that the right-hand side results in a res object with the following structure, rather than an intermediate stack. A context may be split into its components F, A, L, R P ; Γ is syntactic shorthand for Γ with P appended to the head of its labels field.
Assertion Grammar
We write S as shorthand for some arbitrary stack resource. S n is a stack of length n. S :: v is a stack with v at its head. S; S ′ is concatenation.
A full assertion, possibly with existential quantifiers, containing a stack assertion of length n, is written P n .
We believe the heap and pure logic portions need to be mixed because of disjunctions, while for the stack, the size of the stack is fixed for every control flow path.
Specification format: context + a set of Hoare triple assertions.
The special case where the set has exactly one member is written as follows:
where b n nth least significant byte of 32-bit 2s complement representation of n a → i64 n analogously
where b n nth least significant byte of the IEEE 754-2008 32-bit float representation of n a → f 64 n analogously
Inference Rules
All inference is performed for a WebAssembly program with respect to a fixed instance inst.
N.B. t n denotes a stack type with length n.
is only defined when L contains no outer existential quantifiers.
Semantics
We consider the following fragment of the Wasm semantics. We assume there are no imports, or interactions with the function table. Therefore, all function closures belong to the current instance, and the call indirect instruction is not modelled. This corresponds to an encapsulated module running purely first-order code.
Assertion Interpretation
Assertion interpretation is defined again an abstract variable store for logical/local/global variables.
The abstract heap is a tuple of address mappings, and size, for the purpose of the mem.size instruction.
· :: P ⇒ vs ⇒ heap set
Heap assertion interpretation
Triple Semantics
We represent WebAssembly runtime states using WebAssembly stores, instances and locals, which each have exactly the structure formally specified in the specification, although some irrelevant elements are elided here (for example, the table fields used only by call indirect). The following relation is defined between a WebAssembly store, instance, abstract heap, abstract variable store, and function list.
∀i. F !i = funcs(s)!((faddrs(inst))!i) ∀(i, v) ∈ hm. v = (mems(s)!(maddr inst))!i hs = • =⇒ pages((mems(s)!(maddr inst))) = hs
The following relation is defined between a list of locals and an abstract variable store.
The following relation is defined between a label context (list of nats) and a list of assertions.
∀i. (L!i = P n ) ⇐⇒ (labels!i = n) reifies lab reifies lab (labels, L)
The following relation is defined between a return context (a nat option) and an assertion option.
(R = R n ) ⇐⇒ (return = n) reifies ret reifies ret (return, R)
The semantic interpretation of the specification triple is as follows:
Soundness
The soundness work below draws from several papers that are cited here. The semantics of the triple and soundess proof, as each relate to the use of the br instruction, are due to Bruin [1981] , with the original deduction rules due to Clint and Hoare [1972] . The same, as they relate to the handling of mutual recursion, are due to Nipkow [2002] and Oheimb [1999] .
Preliminary Definitions
The semantics as stated above are not granular enough to conduct a successful proof. We must introduce a semantics for triples and reductions that is instrumented by the call depth, as described in Nipkow [2002] .
instrumented reduction semantics
The original reduction semantics is defined as previously described: store; locals; e * ⇓ labs,r inst store; locals; e * We now additionally annotate the relation with the maximum permitted call depth (as nat) as follows: store; locals; e * ⇓ labs,r,depth inst store; locals; e * All reduction rules remain the same, preserving length, except for the local congruence rules, which are changed in the style of the following: The following lemma can be established.
Lemma 5.1.1.1 store; locs; e * ⇓ labs,r inst store; locs; e * ⇔ ∃depth. store; locs; e * ⇓ labs,r,depth i store; locs; e *
instrumented triple semantics
Identical to the original definition, except a depth variable is threaded through to the reduction relation. In full:
F, A, L, R n specs (F, L, R n A =⇒ F, L n specs) F, L, R n specs (∀spec ∈ specs. F, L n spec) F, L, R n {P } e * {Q} ∀store locs labs inst v * v * f h h f σ. reifies lab (labs, L) ∧ reifies ret (r, R) =⇒ (v * , h) ∈ P (σ) ∧ reifies s (store, inst, h ⊎ h f , σ, F) ∧ reifies loc (locs, σ) =⇒ ∀store ′ locs ′ res. store; locs;
(v * f )(v * )(e * ) ⇓ labs,r,n inst store ′ ; locs ′ ; res =⇒
The following lemma can be established.
Lemma 5.1.2.1 F, A, L, R specs ⇔ ∀n. F, A, L, R n specs
The Proof
We will establish the following by induction on the definition of , with an inner induction on n to prove the callcl case:
Theorem 5.2.0.1 F, A, L, R specs =⇒ ∀n. F, A, L, R n specs
